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This is the first of several papers written by the Wixom Lake Association- Dam Project Study Group 

(DPSG) to summarize the situation at the Edenville Dam.  This paper, and those that follow, are 

simplified overviews, for the purpose of creating basic understanding of issues discussed.  In preparing 

this paper, we depended on the accuracy of publicly available information or information provided by 

Boyce, as indicated. 

 

The Edenville Dam is a hydropower dam, built in 1925, regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) and operated under a FERC license assigned to Boyce Hydro Power, LLC (Boyce).  

FERC has a Dam Safety Division that sets safety standards for regulated dams and conducts regular 

safety inspections.   

 

FERC’s dam safety standard requires dams like Edenville’s  to handle the “Probable Maximum Flood” 

(PMF) without failing. The PMF is the maximum volume of water that will flow through the dam in a 

flood that has a hypothetical 1-in-10,000 chance of occurring in any given year (a “10,000 year flood”).  

The PMF is derived from historic rainfall data and computer models.  The PMF must pass through the 

Edenville Dam spillways without water flowing over the top of the dam structure and washing out the 

dam.  The current 6 spillway gates on the Edenville Dam (3 on the Tobacco River side and 3 on the 

Tittabawassee River side) have a total capacity of approximately 32,000 cfs and the required PMF value 

is roughly twice as large.  That is the basic PMF problem: in order to satisfy the FERC standards, the 

Edenville Dam must have more spillway capacity.  This is a common problem with dams built in the early 

20th Century, when engineering standards were different than today.  If the Edenville Dam continues to 

be a hydroelectric  dam, it will be required to meet the PMF standard. 

 

FERC requires dams to meet the PMF standard, but does not dictate how.  FERC requires the dam 

owners to create a plan to meet the standard, gain FERC’s approval for the plan and then execute the 

plan.  FERC does not take construction cost into consideration, leaving that concern to the dam owner. 

 

The plan Boyce has created and FERC has approved involves enlarging the spillways.  “Enlarging” means 

replacing the current spillway gates with gates roughly twice as high and that requires cutting away 

some 13’ of the existing concrete spillway structure underneath the current gates and, therefore, below 

normal Wixom Lake water levels.  That is why Boyce proposes lowering Wixom Lake water level by 8’ 

June through October of 2014 and 2017- to do early phases of construction work on the Tobacco (in 

2014) and Tittabawassee sides (in 2017).  The actual spillway gate re-construction work will take 2-3 

years on each side of the dam, but the project has been planned so that most of the work can be done 

with Wixom Lake at normal levels. 

 

The next paper in this series will investigate the costs and finances involved in solving the PMF problem.  

If you have comments or suggestions, please contact DPSG at wixomlakedpsg@gmail.com. 
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